
As the acceleration of conversations between film producers and fans have increased over the past thirty years, 
the broad awareness of forthcoming projects has a potential downside.  Will the film meet audience expectations?  
This problem is exacerbated when the film is a sequel, part of a carefully calculated genre franchise for which an 
unsatisfactory entry could harm profits beyond the most immediate box office.  »Nuking the Fridge« considers 
US fan reception of »Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull« on the Internet Movie Database (IMDb).  
While many fans enjoyed the film, others were, as director George Lucas predicted, disappointed.  At least amongst 
the Internet Movie Database (IMDb) crew, three major themes of disappointment developed.  One involved Steven 
Spielberg‘s authorship.  A second concerned the story structure with fans using film and literary analysis to criticize 
pacing, clarity, and (lack of) suspense.  The third theme, for which the marketing might have prepared viewers, 
involved dissonances between the formula of Indiana Jones as the fans had constructed it and this sequel.  
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